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Testing is a key component of agile development. The widespread adoption of agile methods

has brought the need for effective testing into the limelight, and agile projects have transformed

the role of testers. Much of a tester’s function, however, remains largely misunderstood. What

is the true role of a tester? Do agile teams actually need members with QA backgrounds?

What does it really mean to be an “agile tester?”Two of the industry’s most experienced agile

testing practitioners and consultants, Lisa Crispin and Janet Gregory, have teamed up to bring

you the definitive answers to these questions and many others. In Agile Testing, Crispin and

Gregory define agile testing and illustrate the tester’s role with examples from real agile teams.

They teach you how to use the agile testing quadrants to identify what testing is needed, who

should do it, and what tools might help. The book chronicles an agile software development

iteration from the viewpoint of a tester and explains the seven key success factorsof agile

testing.Readers will come away from this book understandingHow to get testers engaged in

agile developmentWhere testers and QA managers fit on an agile teamWhat to look for when

hiring an agile testerHow to transition from a traditional cycle to agile developmentHow to

complete testing activities in short iterationsHow to use tests to successfully guide

developmentHow to overcome barriers to test automationThis book is a must for agile testers,

agile teams, their managers, and their customers.
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Frank R. Anderson, “A Great High Level Starting Point. I picked up this book when I took a job

that required building a QA team from the ground up in an agile development environment that

had already been developing for six months.I say that because the usefulness of this book has

a lot to do with your organization, and what your starting point is. If you are working on a

development team starting from scratch then this is a must read for any lead or manager

involved. There is a ton of high level conceptual information in here that will help you draw out

an outline of what you need to think about in terms of testing over the next few months. This

runs from what broad categories needs to be tested (Security, -ility, GUI, etc.) to who is

responsible for automation (Unit test, API testing, etc.). I can honestly say that sticking to these

concepts will help you make a better product faster.Here's the downside. If you are coming in



midway through a project then get ready for the battle of a lifetime getting this stuff

implemented no matter how much sense it makes. Unit testing, as an example, is constantly

brought up throughout the book, and that is not something that you can get up and going with

a snap of your fingers. Especially if you have to educate development on how to do it. This

book provides little support in that sort of area, and, honestly, that is most likely the scenario

that most people in QA will run into. I have been in QA for ten years, and every place I have

worked either had no unit testing at all or the had just enough to claim that they did.The reality

is that Agile Testing in this book equates to Test Driven Development with QA support. That

mean QA is responsible for a lot of solution, end to end, and customer requirement verification

testing, but very little feature and functionality testing since that is expected to be done in unit

testing. If you are in QA and you need to read this book then you almost certainly do no have

that already, and need a book that tells you how to do it.So, anyways, this book is worth

reading if you are just starting out, but make sure you are reading it with development and

project management as well. If you are not just starting out then In my opinion these steps are

required:1. Get acceptance from Management, Dev, and Project Management that your current

model is not sustainable, and that resources will be allocated to changing that.2. Read this

book with all of those involved.3. Meet up and list out what the book recommends, where you

are strong, and where you are weak.4. Use that as a starting point to find other books and

resources to strengthen up your weak points.5. Make sure that management makes the

success of these changes part of everyone's job responsibility, and emphasizes it as part of

performance evaluations. Period.In my experience, if you can't get the five steps above

completed then you might as well throw this book out the window, because you'll waste a

bunch of time implementing QA practices that will fail miserably due to their reliance on a non

existant foundation. Step five is the real key. Otherwise you get one of the following:1. "Great

Idea!" with no action following2. "You're right, we need these changes," and then an

expectation that QA will be responsible for all of them. Including things like forcing individual

dev's to do unit testing.The weakness in the book is that it doesn't really address the needs of

QA in terms of helping you get through those five steps.If you use this book as a planning tool

then you will be in good shape and the value is absolutely there. It is a quick and easy read,

gets the concepts across in a way that pretty much anyone can understand, and does so

convincingly. Just don't go in expecting it to answer all your problems without some

supplemental reading. You will need to read up on automation and unit testing frameworks and

test driven development.”

Philip R. Heath, “Agile Testing Wisdom From The Trenches. Agile Testing: A Practical Guide

for Testers and Agile Teams by Lisa Crispin and Janet Gregory is an invaluable resource for

testers who are or will be making the transition from traditional waterfall testing to testing in a

Scrum, XP, or other agile development methodology. This book is comprehensive in its

treatment of the subject. It contains a great set of chapters that describe a tester's role through

the stages of an agile project, but it is more than a mere blueprint or paint-by-numbers

account.Before they get to that point, they help readers understand common organizational

issues that hinder the transition to agile. They elaborate on the implications of the Agile

Manifesto to how individuals, teams, and organizations operate. It is not ivory tower wisdom

from above either, but it is rather hard fought, experienced based observations that will help

novices avoid some of the potential growing pains. In addition, they give a solid taxonomy of

test covering functional and non-functional. They address what types of testing to automate

and when. Finally, they spend two chapters in detail on automation strategy and



implementation. At regular intervals, readers see either "Lisa's Story" or "Janet's Story" that

details with the concept being discussed. These either tell what worked well or how they

overcame specific challenges.I found Crispin and Gregory had a very accessible writing style,

and they do a great job of getting their point across. If you are a traditional tester who is

unsure or even afraid of moving into the agile world, this is the book that you need. They tackle

the tough questions that most people have one by one with answers that can be put in

practice. I plan to use the wisdom of this book in helping my testing organization make the

transition.  I highly recommend this book.Overall:  A”

Ellen Gottesdiener, “Learn how testing drives development to deliver value. How delightful that

two of the agile community's "rock stars" of testing have teamed up to write the guide that

every agile team member needs on agile testing!Chock-full of side stories, examples, wisdom

points, and handy chapter mind maps, the authors cover the entire range of possible topics you

need to know about agile testing. This book will serve your team well and is an excellent book

to include as part of your team's community of practice book club.In addition, I urge all

business analysts moving to agile to get this book. Business analysts need to extend their skills

and knowledge into the testing arena. With guidance from Lisa and Janet, you'll see how the

testing mind set truly drives development to deliver value.”

C. Brown, “I love this book and its sequal!!. I learned so much from Lisa and Janet. I came to

agile from a development background and after going through a failed transformation where

the testing of our code was an issue, I took a certification class for Agile Testing ICp-TST from

ICAgile. We used this book as our Textbook. Now, I have so much more of an idea how to

coach the other half of agile developers, the folks who do the testing. I read every chapter in

this book and several in its sexual.  It is the most complete book on Agile Testing there is.”

D. Murphy, “Very good, but somewhat dated now. I'd still recommend getting it if you are new to

agile and especially agile testing, But the industry has moved on and automation of tests, fully

tied into the pipeline with tools such as Gauge, is increasingly normal. One of my recent

projects we had one QA with our team of ten staff. She defined the testing and did the gauge

scripts but develp[ers automated the scripts. The tests were built into the pipeline (GoCD). We

also automated performance testing via Gattling. However, since then, I have found

organisations seriously behind on this so there is still plenty of mileage in this book.”

Mrs A, “Great Agile Testing Book. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book! It contains a lot of the

examples that I could relate to and gave me some ideas on how to improve in my own agile

team. I'm a software developer with a keen interest in testing so it really helped me to

understand how software testing fits within the agile process.”

F Reavley, “Excellent book, well thought-out (or tested) of course!. I bought this book as it

appeared to focus more on the testing angle of 'AGILE' software development rather than the

developers, and I have enjoyed reading this immensely. Not only have the authors laid the

book out well, and have made it very readable, they have garnished the chapters with mind-

maps and therefore made it very easy to find and review sections you want to read again. The

two authors clearly have had plenty of experience in the AGILE development environment,

both on 'disorganised' and 'organised' teams, and are keen to promote how to turn a newbie

agile team into an effective one, stressing the collaborative nature for AGILE. Lots of examples

from their own experience and from other AGILE practitioners demonstrate the pitfalls and



improvements which can be made by thinking about the points made in the book. As a tester, I

found this book very useful in describing how and where testers fit into the process, and how

specialist testers can work to enhance things too, especially where views of testing have

previously been that "it's done at the end", or that "anyone can test", or that "we'll let the testers

know about the development work when (we consider) they need to". I would recommend this

book both to software developers, and to testers, as it can teach everyone a lot about how to

get everyone focused on the right goals, improving quality, and meeting customer expectations,

and keeping the so-called 'technical debt' of difficult-to-maintain code at bay. The more it's

done from the word go, the easier it should be.”

Testing Testing 123 Testing, “Invaluable read when approaching Agile test methodologies. I had

read recommendations for this book on various Agile user groups and I am glad I went for it. I

had a fair idea of what Agile was, how it should work/be applied etc, and had been on a good 3

day workshop. But reality is very different. This book was a brilliant buy. We had decided to

approach a project using iterative dev and testing methods, and I was so relieved to have this

book alongside me, even if no one else followed 'the rules' I tried my best and it helpd

enormously. Also helped to highlight the gaps in other areas of dev that were 'supposed' to be

going the 'Agile' way. Hopefully I have learnt some good habbits I can apply on the next project

or elsewhere. A must read for anyone new to Agile testing methodoligies or trying to convince

others what should be happening. I also highly recommend Agile Estimating and Planning 

  

Agile Estimating and Planning

  

  

     brilliant for undertsanding scope and estimating.”

Tony James, “Learn from those with a lifetime of experience in Agile software testing. I found

this book very helpful - as someone that has been in software development for about 30 years

and only recently started working in an Agile team (in which we all work on design,

implementation and tests) - I found it gave me a much better insight into how to use different

kinds of testing, when to automate and when not to, and many other facets of Agile Testing.I

really liked the recounting of stories experienced by the authors - the problems they had and

how they tackled them.The whole book has the feel of wisdom gained from a lifetime of

experience with software testing in an Agile environment.”

The book by Kolby Moore has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 224 people have provided feedback.
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